VAUXHALL 1
WELLING B 6

Welling B kept up the pressure on the promotion spots with this comprehensive win at Nolans

George Elvy (19.25)

0-4

Mark Boness (24.74)

The visitors laid down an early marker for what was to follow with an easy straight legs victory.
Boness always had plenty in the locker, his heavier scoring ensuring that Elvy wouldn’t get a chance
at the outer segments at any point in the contest. Boness was equally at home finding the doubles as
he had been on the treble twenty and he cantered to the win.

Luke Nelson (22.82)

3-4

Kevin Reid (23.44)

The lead was doubled, but Reid had to work hard for the win as Nelson took him all the way to a
deciding leg. Nelson bagged the first maximum of the session as he took leg one on throw, before
Reid reeled off three on the spin to look all set for the win. Nelson fought back tenaciously, but had
to survive match darts against him in both leg five and six. He then had the advantage of leading off
the last leg, but Reid ensured that comeback would not be completed when he took out 80 to secure
the point.

Sándor Farkas (19.20)

0-4

Richard Innes (20.88)

The third contest was a scratchy affair and a tale of missed chances for Vauxhall. Innes held for the
opener and could very easily have lost the next two, Farkas though couldn’t snag the double and
Innes took full advantage each time to quickly go one away. Innes found a maximum in the fourth at
the vital time and Farkas couldn’t prevent the clean sweep.

Henry Murphy (19.59)

2-4

Richard Hill (20.97)

Welling B were really on a roll now and looking to take the overall win sooner rather than later. That
they did in the fourth match of the evening. It followed the predicted course to begin with as both
players held throw twice. The match turned in the fifth leg. Murphy missed chances to go back in
front and Hill won the “Battle of Madhouse” to gain the vital break. Leg six was another drawn out
affair but Hill held when it mattered most and ensured the spoils would be heading home with the
visitors.

Jozsef Varga (19.98)

2-4

Craig Watkins (20.90)

With the win secured, it was now a matter of how big the final margin would be as Welling B sought
to put pressure on the two teams above them in the league. Vargas started out the better breaking
Watkins and then holding for an early two nil lead. Watkins then clicked into gear as he started to
keep pace with Varga in the scoring stakes. He quickly drew level and then held in leg five, before
breaking in the longest leg of the match to take it in the sixth.

Trevor Carr (20.02)

1-4

Steve Foley (20.02)

Vauxhall were now looking a well beaten side and things didn’t improve in the penultimate match.
Foley missed darts at the double before breaking in the opener, and squandered more before
holding to take leg two. Carr came back to halve the deficit in the third, but was always behind in the
next and Foley completed the job with another break of the Carr throw to seal the seal in leg five.

AJ Monohan (16.24)

4-2

Malcolm Morgan (16.48)

Welling B were now one point from completing a whitewash but Vauxhall managed to avoid it when
they took the last point in a poor game. Both players had their woes on the double in the first leg,
before Monohan finally pinned the out shot. The second was slightly better, and had the same
outcome. The third leg was far better, and Morgan took it before levelling up in the fourth.
Monohan responded by breaking throw in the fifth, before holding in a nervy sixth leg to gain the
consolation point.
Welling B are now in the mix for the second promotion place. They are six off the pace but only two
adrift of Romford B. They will entertain Clapton in their next encounter. Vauxhall are again on home
soil, but face an even tougher task in their battle to avoid the wooden spoon as league leaders
Woolwich pay them a visit.

